Tools, Instruments & Supplies

Hand Tools

ATL324 Longnose plier strips
0.3" wire

ATL320 Multi-plier puts
three popular tools at your
fingertips

DIAGONAL-CUTTING PLIER
Our professional-quality diagonal-cutting
plier boasts a precisely-honed cutting edge and a
skinning slot for stripping wire. Includes a rugged
holster.
Made from drop-forged chrome-vanadium
alloy, this fine tool includes a crimper feature
between the handles...an induction-hardened
cutting edge...and a hot-riveted joint.
ATL325 Diagonal-Cutting Plier with holster.

ATL325
Diagonalcutting plier strips
0.03" and 0.05" wire

3-IN-1 MULTI-PLIER
Our redesigned multi-plier replaces three of the
most commonly-used pliers with one double-hinged
mechanism. The double hinge multiplies the cutting
leverage at the jaw.
You get three interchangeable carbon steel plier
heads, induction-hardened for exceptional strength:
long nose, diagonal cutting, and combination. Heads
change easily with-out tools: unlock handles ...open
fully...pull out head...insert new head...close handles.
Other features include precision-engineered cutting
edges, spring-loaded PVC handles, rugged holster,

All three specialty
pliers come
with
a rugged,
lifetime warranty on the mechanism, 3-year
warranty on the heads.
convenient
ATL320 3-In-1 Multi-Plier with holster and three
holster that
interchangeable heads.
attaches to
clothing or tool
LONG-NOSE PLIER
Our chrome-vanadium alloy long-nose plier
belt
comes with all the features of our diagonal-cutting
plier, in a long-nose model.
Use anywhere a long-nose plier is needed,
with the confidence of knowing that you can't work
with a better-made tool.
ATL324 Long-Nose Plier with holster.

Heavy-Duty
Slip-Joint Pliers

ATL301

These big-muscled pliers feature a solid shaft
that holds true under the tightest grip. Replaces
the classic bolt-and-groove plier with a doublesided steel shank. This bolt-less, rivetless jaw
mechanism can't slip or torque out.
The soft, non-slip grip provides extra space
between the handles to protect fingers...even at
full jaw extension.

ATL306

ATL302

ATL303

ATL322

Forged from industrial-strength chromevanadium steel for greatest possible strength;
warranted for life.
ATL321 10" Slip-Joint Pliers.
ATL322 12" Slip-Joint Pliers.
ATL323 16" Slip-Joint Pliers.

ATL304
ATL305
With spans 18% wider than normal, the jaws of our ATL306
adjustable wrenches feature a ridge design that catches ATL307
different-size fasteners without stripping.

Adjustable 6" Wrench.
Adjustable 8" Wrench.
Adjustable 10" Wrench.
Adjustable 12" Wrench.

ADJUSTABLE WRENCHES

10" & 14" Self-Adjusting
Pipe Wrenches
Our tough Self-Adjusting Pipe Wrenches
combine the convenience of a pivoting head and
ratcheting tension adjustment. Grab the workpiece
from almost any angle and tighten with one-hand
ratcheting motion. 360° swivel head lets you
apply leverage in tight spots.

Precision joint mechanism has been engineered for 8-IN-1 MULTI-WRENCH
smooth, no-wobble operation, and laser-etched gauges 8-in-1 Multi Wrench gives you four different SAE
(inches on one side and millimeters on the other) give
wrench sizes at each end. Pack one of these instead of
uncommon convenience and accuracy.
eight separate wrenches: 5/16", 3/8", 7/16", 1/2", 9/16", 5/8",
11
/16", and 3/4". Chrome vanadium hardened steel shank.
Industry-quality chrome-vanadium steel lends
3
ATL302 10" Ratcheting Pipe Wrench.
superior strength; streamlined handle with oversize grip Soft comfort grip is 5" long. Overall length: 8 /8".
ATL303 14" Ratcheting Pipe Wrench.
improves tool balance and reduces hand fatigue.
ATL301 8-in-1 Multi-Wrench.
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